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EXCHANGE RATES 

High Tenacity Yarn-14-09-2021

Aramid-14-09-2021

*For natural reduce USD 2.50/Kgs from above prices

*For Black please add USD 2.50/Kgs in above prices. NFPA

2112 passed , FOB

VSF - 14-09-2021

ASF(Acrylic Staple fiber)

U.S Futures Daily Cotton Market- 13-09-2021

China Cotton Index (CC Index)

Cotton yarn prices – India – 14-09-2021

Yarn prices are expected to remain firm in short term based on

good demand in domestic market and higher raw cotton prices.

*Above prices are based on exports

100% PP Non Woven Fabric
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China: Aug 21 cotton yarn imports may move down 4.3%
mo-m to 160kt
Sri Lanka slaps 100 per cent LC margin to restrict imports:
Report
Amazon Germany to open 8 logistics centres; create 3K
jobs in 2022
Vietnam: Garment-textile, footwear may take long time to
recover: insiders
Egypt, South Korea seek to boost bilateral trade.
Iran: Global Industry Ministry defines 36 programs to
support strategic industries
Bangladesh: Prospects brighten for cotton import from
Uzbekistan
$5.1-bn export target to be tough: Sri Lanka’s apparel
industry
Egypt’s clothing trade improves as imports decline

Telangana minister KTR requests Piyush Goyal for
including cotton in PLI scheme
Release of pending export incentive dues to help ease
liquidity, boost shipments: Exporters. 98% exporters
getting pending export incentives worth Rs 56,027 crore
belong to MSME category: Govt
New Incentives: Mega textile parks near port To boost
exports
Telangana minister KTR requests Piyush Goyal for
including cotton in PLI scheme
Cotton growers, agri dept on toes as pink bollworm
pest spreads tentacles in south Punjab, Pest attack on
Mansa, Bathinda cotton crop.
Gujarat: Cotton production likely to rise by 12% in new
season.
Textile industry looks at *3000 crore additional
investment in TN
Production Linked Incentive scheme to be a game
changer for India’s textiles sector, says AEPC
Free trade agreements cannot be signed in haste, says
Piyush Goyal



REFLECTOR YARN PRODUCTS

We offer you the widest selecton of reflective yarns that will
guarantee both night time safety and avant garde fashion. The
retro-reflective effect is obtained from the presence of thousands
of glass beads that reflect the light returning it to its source. It is a
security yarn that guarantees visibility at night. Ideal for:

Sportswear
Ribbons
Laces
Woven labels
Embroidery

REFLECTOR YARN
There are occasions where your newly created product could get a
real boost and advantage over your competitors if this product
had the capability to retro-reflect incoming light. We are happy to
offer you solutions. This retro-reflect ability is normally given by
coating fabrics in a special process.

We know are happy to offer a solution where the yarn, both
available in flat as well as in embroidery version. This fact helps
you to solve a lot of problems and does allow you to design
innovative new products to meet the ever changing market
demands.

PRODUCT PROFILE
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Retro reflective technology can be obtained with the use of
two types of raw materials:

Glass beads
Micro prisms

Our reflector yarns are manufactured with films having glass
beads incorporated. The role of the glass beads is to reflect the
incoming light to its original light source. This means that the
glass beads act as spherical lenses and return the incoming light
to the light source when the reflective layer is set in its focus
point.


